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A. Background & SPURS-2 in-situ observations C. Spatial and Temporal Variability: Rain and SSS
Seasonal, episodic precipitation and wind patterns associated with the ITCZ are a strong source of 
spatial and temporal variability in upper ocean salinity. Tropical rain events occur on times scales of 
minutes to many hours, and a few km to hundreds of km. In addition to these atmospheric  
processes, ocean dynamics also impact freshwater redistribution horizontally and vertically across 
the East Pacific Fresh Pool (white circle, Fig 1). As a synthesis of the SPURS-2 project, this study 
seeks to quantify the scales of spatial and temporal variability of freshwater forcing and salinity 
response in the East Pacific Fresh Pool, both from satellite and SPURS-2 in-situ measurements. 
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FIG 1. 5-year composite of Aquarius SSS. White circle is 
the center location of SPURS-2: (10°N, 125°W).

The SPURS-2 field experiment, The Second Salinity 
Processes in the Upper Ocean Regional Study, occurred 
between August 2016 to November 2017 using ship and 
uncrewed platforms. 

To quantify scales of spatial and temporal variability of rain and 0-2 m salinity across the SPURS-2 domain, the 
autocorrelation and semi-variogram were calculated in time & space respectively (ex: Fig. 6), and the corresponding 
integral time and length scales (Fig. 7a, 7b) were calculated from both in-situ and satellite data
(Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Kitanidis, 1997, Doney et al., 2003).

↓ FIG 8. Seasonal cycles of rain, wind, and 1-m salinity at the 
125°W, 10°N mooring or from satellite-based means centered at 
this location across the SPURS-2 domain.

D. Conclusions
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B. In-Situ vs. Satellite Comparisons: Rain and salinity

FIG 3. 2-D histograms of all in-situ (Fig. 2b) vs. IMERG rain 
accumulation at 30-min, 3-hr, 6-hr, 24-hr scales (a, b, c, d) 

FIG 4. 2-D histograms of 
match-ups within averaged 
1-km and 1-hr for all in-situ 0-2 
m S (Fig. 2a) vs. satellite SSS

IMERG rain has large error and is overall biased low compared to in-situ data (consistent across 
all platforms, Fig. 3). Root mean square deviation (RMSD) decreases and correlation (R2) 
increases at longer time scales. Similar results have been found on land (Tan et al. 2017), but an 
analysis this comprehensive in space and time has never been quantified over ocean before.
SMAP SSS and in-situ 0-2 m salinity have higher correlation and lower error relative to rain 
(Fig.4), consistent with satellite comparisons with TAO moorings (Bao et al., 2019). 

In-situ validation of satellite SSS is 
rarely this extensive in space or time.

SPURS-2 collected a spatially distributed and temporally extensive set of rain and salinity 
measurements (15 months, 10ox4o, Fig. 2). Details can be found in the TOS SPURS-2 special issue: 
https://tos.org/oceanography/issue/volume-32-issue-02 (Lindstrom et al. 2019)

FIG 2. Distribution of SPURS-2 platforms for (a) 0-2 m ocean salinity and (b) rain. The 33.5 psu 
contour line in (a) and 0.3, 0.4 mm/hr contours in (b) are the mean SMAP SSS and IMERG rain 
rates, respectively, between August 2016 to December 2017.
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↓ FIG. 6: salinity semivariogram.

 Semi-variogram Separation h can be one–dimensional (e.g., time or latitude) or 
multi-dimensional (e.g. latitude-longitude, latitude-longitude-time).

← FIG 7. (a) Integral time scales and (b) integral length scales of 
rain & 0-2 m salinity centered at the 125°W, 10°N from mooring 
and satellite data.
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● Applications: These results guide interpretation on the extent to which satellite observations of SSS and rain can be used to deduce spatial and 
temporal variability patterns. Results also leave implications for objective mapping techniques for these satellite data which use semivariograms. 

● Perspective: This is the first time all near-surface salinity and all rain rate data from SPURS-2 are analyzed together (15 months, 10ox4o). This 
satellite vs. in-situ data evaluation of rain and SSS is the most continuous in time and also the most densely distributed in a region. This offered a 
unique opportunity to quantify space and time scales of variability in rain forcing and salinity response in the Eastern Pacific Fresh Pool. 

Rainy low/variable wind ITCZ season:
● Rain events are stronger intensity / accumulation, wider area, more 

frequent, longer duration (easier to detect by IMERG)
● Wind can be low speed with variable direction, but brief high 

speeds are still possible
● Time scales of variability: in-situ rain < IMERG; in-situ S < SMAP 
● Length scales of variability: IMERG < SMAP; in-situ S < SMAP; 

in-situ S: meridional < zonal
● Rain-induced near surface salinity stratification is more likely. 
● Salinity and rain time scales of variability are closer; salinity scales 

decrease to those of rainfall while rain scales increase
● Interpretation: near surface salinity reflects more closely to the rain 

variability. Satellite-based temporal and spatial scales do not 
capture the finer scale underlying variability well in this season. 

Low rain/Trade wind season:
● Rain events are weaker intensity / accumulation, smaller area, less 

frequent, shorter duration (harder to detect by IMERG)
● Wind is consistently moderate to high speed (6-10 m/s) from ENE trade 

direction
● Time scales of variability: in-situ rain < IMERG; in-situ S ~ SMAP
● Length scales of variability: IMERG < SMAP; in-situ S meridional ~ 

SMAP meridional scales
● Rain-induced near surface salinity stratification is less likely
● Salinity and rain time scales are further from each other (salinity time 

scales > rain time scales)
● Interpretation: salinity scales reflects more closely to the scales of 

oceanic mesoscale processes (e.g., eddies in contact with NEC (Farrar 
and Weller, 2006). SMAP SSS estimates of temporal and spatial 
variability are more reliable in this season.
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